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On DESIGN THINKING
Design thinking connects creative processes with
decision-making and action-taking processes. Business
people, organizations, and companies recognize that
they can have greater impact by doing things differently
and disrupting their own status quo through design
thinking, something KCAD creatives have known for
a long time. Because design thinking is a continuous
practice, a way of learning and working and doing, it
disrupts the tried and challenges the true, requiring
something better in their place.

This exhibition teaches you a lot
more than you bargained for. It
features an ingenious use of both
materials and metaphors to inspire
the imagination.”

Fashion Studies students pose with Pamella Roland
DeVos at the official naming ceremony of the Pamella
Roland DeVos School of Fashion at KCAD.

– Alice Grace Dykes, ArtPrize 2013 Juror

KCAD aims to matter through its impact, and it has
impact by design. It’s easy for us to recognize the effect
of design thinking in our design studios, but we also see
it in the art our students produce and the critiques our
faculty engage them in; in the curricula our students
design for the future of art education; in the impact of
the critical discourses of art and design on our culture,
politics, economy and society. We recognize its potential
in Grand Rapids, Western Michigan, and well beyond. I’ll
say it: the world needs design thinking.
Design. Think. Repeat.
Vic Liptak, Dean of the College
Read Dean Liptak’s full essay on Design Thinking on the iPad
version of Portfolio. Available at the App Store (search KCAD).
Or you can read it on our blog at kcad.edu/blog

On A MISSION
Kendall College of Art and Design (KCAD) has a simple mission:
to develop artists and designers who make a difference, doing
art and design that matters. KCAD believes in impact. We choose
achievement over perfection, boldness over complacence, and
learning over acceptance. Portfolio continues to evolve with KCAD,
and we are committed to constant improvement.

Spanning The Fed Galleries at KCAD and the Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts
(UICA), Pulso: Arte de las Américas/Art of the Americas was an exhibit rooted in an
exploration of the ways in which regional boundaries affect the perception of art.

Let us know what you think: what should be kept, discarded,
improved. And let us know if you have ideas or stories for our
writers and artists to dig into. You can always reach us at
kcadcommunications@ferris.edu.
Portfolio is also available on the iPad. Download the app from
the App Store (search KCAD) for the full issue plus additional
exclusive content.

“

On the cover

UICA provides a hub for all who thrive
in the creative environment. Any city
that wants to be great needs a UICA.”

- KCAD President David Rosen, announcing the merger between KCAD
		 and the Urban Institute of Contemporary Art (UICA)

KCAD alumnus James Peterson’s installation piece Sessilanoid at
Gallery 825 in Los Angeles, in February 2013. This unique and wellreceived piece is literally taking James around the world, including
to Grand Rapids during ArtPrize 2013.
The piece is for sale, and interested parties can contact him directly
by visiting his site at: www.artcontraptions.com. James is currently
represented by Gallery 825.
Read more about James’ work and process on page 14, and visit
his website at artcontraptions.com. Photo by Todd Sali

FSU President David Eisler, UICA Executive Director Miranda Krajniak, and KCAD
President David Rosen at the KCAD + UICA + FSU merger announcement.
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A young visitor interacts with Trash Mirror, Daniel Rozin’s ArtPrize entry in the
Fed Galleries as part of the Designed To Win exhibition. KCAD was recognized
with the Outstanding Venue Award of ArtPrize 2013.

Instructor Paul Amenta and KCAD students installing Alois Kronschlaeger’s (back, left) site-specific project in Miami
Beach at the UNTITLED art fair in December.The same group of students traveled to Beijing, China in October to assist
Alois Kronschlaeger with an installation at the Yuan Art Museum.
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DESIGN THINKING

ortune 500 companies from around the
country have been tapping Smith’s East Grand
Rapids firm to solve complex problems ranging
from changing corporate culture to reimagining
the future of the entertainment industry. And no
matter what the challenge, DesignVox’s problemsolving process begins with design thinking.

didn’t know they wanted yet and tapping into the
human psyche.”

Besides, the ability to think creatively can take the
strategy process to areas more analytical minds
might never explore. Smith says, “Creative people
tend to lean optimistic in terms of possibilities and
potential. This alternative thinking lets us solve
When clients ask Designvox to help pursue a big goal, problems in an unconventional way.” When that
a new market, or a problem they need to solve, he way is empathetic and imaginative, it also tends
says, “We move them back upstream into what we to grab attention, which can be the first step in
should be researching, which is human behavior and making things happen.
how to motivate and impact culture.” Understanding
the roots of behavior that organizations hope to
Seeing designers as strategists is a new idea to
encourage or change reveals which tactics are
many outside the industry, who may perceive them
likely to get the best results, stacking the odds in
as craftsmen. While craft is not the only foundation
favor of the desired outcome from the beginning. of the Designvox process, it does play an important
role in the end product. Smith explains, “Design
One recent project involved working with a Fortune thinking applied to excellence in craft is the best
500 company to help them make the shift into
possible combination. We believe design thinking
becoming a culture of health and wellness. According and doing should coexist, and we have great
to Smith, if today’s organizations want to recruit and craftsmen here.”
retain the highest level of employees, they need to
demonstrate to people that they value their individual
health and wellness—not just the skills they bring to
Creative people tend to lean optimistic
the job. Beyond attracting good people, creating
this kind of culture can also help organizations
in terms of possibilities and potential.
manage their insurance costs. “We’ve worked with
This alternative thinking lets us solve
companies that specialize in health and wellness
and found there are only so many dials you can
problems in an unconventional way.”
adjust to keep insurance costs down,” says Smith.
- Mike Smith, Designvox

“

Mike Smith

A Designvox creative session at their “beachbox” (lake
cottage) often used with clients and creative teams
for strategy sessions and project discovery sessions.

New Path for Problem
Solving: Designvox and the
Power of Design Thinking
Designvox owner Mike Smith left KCAD with a degree in visual
communications, an impressive illustration portfolio, and
something even more valuable. The head of the 20-year-old
business credits the growth from a four-person graphic design
studio into a mid-sized IDEO-style firm not with learning how
to draw—but learning how to think. By Karin Lannon
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The challenge has been to communicate these
complex issues to employees in a way that would
motivate people to make positive changes for their
health. But long before creating communication
tools, Designvox began by researching its client’s
environments, including the physical spaces
where people work.

In fact, Smith believes that sketching and shaping
ideas by hand can inform the problem-solving
process. “The ability to communicate in sketching
and drawing releases and reinforces a certain type
of thinking,” he says. “If I can sketch my ideas, even
if my client never sees them, I can send them to
Thorough research is essential to coming up with my entire team as a representation of what I was
effective strategies, according to Smith. “You have thinking in the moment. It’s a huge advantage for
to understand their behavior history and how they communication.”
got to where they are now,” he says. For Designvox,
getting to know the client and their behavior
Smith recommends that all design students learn
provides valuable context for making decisions.
how to use the whiteboard as a tool to express their
It also helps designers understand the brand’s
thinking, but excellent illustration skills are not
culture so the final solutions resonate with the
necessarily required. “When I was in school, all the
organization.
best students went into illustration because visually,
they could execute anything,” he says. However,
For that reason, “homework” is an essential part of even the simplest drawings, like the funnel on the
the job description at Designvox, and Smith said
board of his conference room, help people focus in,
the results are easy to see. "The degree of preparation grasp ideas, and visualize abstract things like data.
our strategists go through before a client meeting
creates empathy and a level of collaboration with “Design can change the world one small step at a time
the client that really inspires them," he says. "And
or sometimes in large leaps of user joy that overcomes
this drives breakthrough insights. That’s a great
logic and reason and marketing spread sheets,” he
value to bring.”
says. “It is the large leaps of simple brilliance that
every creative individual wants to be a part of. Those
For those who might think strategy is not “creative” that learn to play well with others over the long haul
work, Smith begs to differ. “We use the process to have rewarding careers and usually rewarding lives. It
tap into the idea of imagination,” he says. “The birth is this connected interaction and working relationships
of innovation is imagining what could be. (Steve)
that create amazing opportunities for growth and
Jobs was great at it—imagining futures people
excellence in our work as creatives.”

Read Mike’s advice for
students pursing design
careers in the iPad edition
of Portfolio. Available at
the App Store (search KCAD).
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Solving the Unsolvable Problem
Envisioning a better world is easy, so why does actualizing one seem so hard?
As it turns out, all that stands in the way of solving the planet’s biggest problems
is the simple matter of expanding our perspective. By Kyle Austin
Problems like environmental degradation are called “wicked problems”
because of their fierce resistance to resolution. Every day, scientists,
engineers, businesspeople, and economists scour their respective
fields for definitive solutions, only to discover more questions than
answers. But what if every field that had a stake in the problem stopped
searching for solutions alone, and began designing them together?

social complexity inherent in wicked problems, especially when talking
about the development of a circular economy.

In seeking support to help the competition create a major impact,
KCAD found a perfect partner in The Wege Foundation. According to
Wege Foundation CEO Ellen Satterlee, “The Wege Foundation trustees
approved this gift due to its collaborative nature and believe that if the
students keep the six E’s of Economicology (Education, Environment,
Empathy, Ecology, Economy, and Ethics) in mind the results will be
an inspiration to all.”

In order to allow for a systemic approach, Wege Prize organizers
intentionally placed the least possible amount of restrictions on the
teams’ solutions. “Especially in a competition geared toward students,
you have to take those preconceptions out or you’re just not getting
the benefit of that creative thinking,” Shedroff says.

Clockwise fom top left: Michael
Werner, sustainability strategist
for Haworth, presents about
the circular economy at the
Wege Prize networking and
kick-off event at UICA; students
from KCAD and other area
schools get to know each other;
President Rosen speaks to
students gathered at the event

“I’m excited to engage designers in an exercise that’s going to benefit
people, the planet, and the products of companies, because all
three have to work together in order for us to realize sustainable
enterprise and a sustainable world,” Werner says. “We can’t just
KCAD and The Wege Foundation believe that the collaborative principles focus on economic success as the only measure of a successful
of design thinking can be used solve any problem, on any scale,
business strategy, and from a design standpoint we can’t just look
anywhere on earth. That’s why they’ve put their money on 30 West
at the form and ignore the function.”
Michigan undergraduate students to show the world how it’s done.
According to another judge, Nathan Shedroff – author, entrepreneur,
The first annual Wege Prize competition invites teams of five students and chair of the MBA in Design Strategy program at California
from different fields of study to solve the wicked problem of creating a College of the Arts - that means learning to think in systems. “If
circular economy, an economic model in which resources and capital are you don’t, then you either end up with a higher risk of unintended
regenerative. Using design thinking methodologies, the teams will create consequences or failure because you didn’t see some sort of
a product, service, or business model that could function in this way. influential piece in that system.”

Fostering that creativity ensures that undergraduate students can
become the next generation of thinkers and designers capable of
Part of that grant ensures that cash prizes totaling $30,000 will be
solving wicked problems. “What’s great about starting with education
awarded to the teams whose solutions inspire the greatest hope for is that it’s a very optimistic place,” Shedroff says. “It means that we’re
success. The funding also makes it possible for the teams’ solutions willing to be patient with the outcome, because we know that educating
to be evaluated by both a public vote and a panel of judges comprised of people now will pay off greatly in the future.”
some of the world’s leading design thinking practitioners and educators.
However, since most students are inexperienced in this area, ample
One of those judges is Michael Werner, a chemist, engineer, and
support has been provided to increase the likelihood of their success.
sustainability strategist for Haworth who was drawn to the competition’s KCAD has already hosted an event that gave students the chance
transdisciplinary approach to problem solving. “A person who
to network, brainstorm, and build their teams. In addition, several
successfully engages in society is one who rubs up against ideas
workshops that will team students with local sustainability and design
and disciplines that are divergent from their own,” Werner says. “It’s experts are planned to take place before the February 16 submission
at that intersection that you get true innovation and true change.”
deadline. “The biggest thing is that the competition needs to inspire
and challenge the teams in a big way,” Shedroff says. “We’re looking
Regardless of discipline, Werner is adamant that to some extent we’re for solutions that move the needle.”
all designers, equally capable of the brainstorming and rapid prototyping
of possible solutions that design thinking entails. In fact, he believes With the thriving design community of West Michigan serving as a
that a greater diversity of perspective helps account for the layered backdrop for Wege Prize, it’s easy to see how the right solution could
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continue to grow in partnership with area businesses or non-profits.
With students from Michigan State University, Hope College, Grand
Valley State University, Aquinas College, Grand Rapids Community
College, and KCAD participating, industrial and educational lea=ders
from around the region are eagerly anticipating the results.

saw this online,” says Colin Webster, educational program manager
at the EMF. “As it gets scaled up we would want to at the very least
keep an eye on it, and we’d like to support it to make it as successful
as possible. It’s these creative opportunities for young people where
things can really happen, and we want to stimulate that excitement
about the future.”

“Many people talk about West Michigan being a traditional and
conservative community, but when you look at the kind of products Excitement is a word that’s defined Wege Prize from the very beginning.
By planting the seeds of possibility right here in West Michigan,
and innovations that have come out of this region, it’s really quite
remarkable,” says Deb Steketee, a professor of Sustainable Business at KCAD hopes to show the world that there is no such thing as an
Aquinas College. But that doesn’t mean Wege Prize is set on remaining unsolvable problem.
a regional event. Organizers see West Michigan as a testing ground
for the competition, and plans to expand to a national level in year “It’s really inspiring to see when the pebble in the pond drops, the
ripples that move outward,” Werner says. “The success, the innovative
two and an international level in year three are already in motion.
ideas, the new creativity and new thinking that comes out of this
“We have no excuse for being insular in today’s interconnected world,” exercise will help set it up for the national and international stage,
where we desperately need change. We desperately need thinkers,
says Steketee. “I’m thrilled with the kind of talent and thinking the
changers, movers, and innovators in all circles, not just here in West
judges represent this first time through. The quicker we can make
connections to those kinds of people, the more momentum we can Michigan, because we are a global community.”
build quickly.”
Public voting begins on February 19, when the solutions will be
In fact, even with the team solutions still months away from completion, posted to the competition’s official website, wegeprize.org. Stay
Wege Prize has already caught the attention of the Ellen MacArthur tuned to see what the future of problem solving will look like.
Foundation (EMF), a UK-based non-profit recognized as a global
leader in circular economic thought. “We were very excited when we
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Designing a City Built on Design
Streetlights. Red narwhals. And economic development. Yep, they all go together.
By Karin Lannon.
				
When you look at what’s driving growth in West Michigan, one of the
first factors that bubbles to the top is design. That’s true on a large
scale, with major corporations like Amway, Bissell, Haworth, Herman
Miller, Steelcase, and Wolverine headquartered in the area, and a
Newell Rubbermaid design center opening in Kalamazoo in 2014.
The area also boasts a large and growing creative culture, including
more industrial designers than any other state in the country, according
to a recent survey by the Industrial Designers Society of America.
But good design has always been about the small scale, too: how
one human experiences a little piece of the built world.
It’s that human experience that KCAD, Grand Valley State University
(GVSU),and Downtown Grand Rapids Inc. were interested in when
they teamed up to create Window Wonderland 2013—decking 21
downtown businesses with lights, snowmen, frosted cupcakes, and
yes, even a red narwhal—during the month of December.
The competition paired teams of students with merchants in the
downtown Grand Rapids area to decorate the windows for the holidays.
The public was invited to choose the best design at voting sites inside
participating businesses, which also qualified voters for a chance to
win a prize from the merchants. A total of $2,750 was awarded to the
student artists who received the most votes, including KCAD students
Katie Wright, Jericho Castillo, and Nick Tisch, who won the $1,000
first prize for the elegant all-white forest panorama they created for
the storefront of Lee & Birch.
Decking the halls—or at least the windows—of downtown is just one
example of how a city can use the power of design to shape a place
people want eto be. Kris Larson, president and CEO of Downtown
Grand Rapids Inc., explained, “One of the prevailing ideas of how to
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build a city is based on the long-ago archetype when downtown was
the center of our retail lives. There is a hearkening for those days
that downtowns can either try to compete with or embrace. That’s
where the idea of the Window Wonderland came from: How could
we recreate a piece of that nostalgic feeling and give our business
community the tools they need to implement it?”
While small business owners typically don’t have the extra time or
resources to devote to an event like this, Larson knew exactly where
to find them. By asking art and design students at KCAD and GVSU
to provide the talent for the competition, he created a partnership
between the young creative people every thriving city needs and the
business community.
Nikki Gillette, a KCAD graduate who owns Lee & Birch, the business
where the winning artwork was displayed, said, “It’s great for us as a
smaller store not to have to do all of our own displays. I like to work
with the schools when we can, and I was really happy with what the
students did. All of our customers loved it.”
KCAD illustration student Hayley Hungerford was among the students
who took part in the contest, winning third place for her artwork at
Kilwins, where she also works part time. She based her design around
primary colors and fanciful characters, like the narwhal, that she
thought would appeal to the business’s target audience. In addition
to decorating the windows, Hungerford also printed her drawings on
coloring paper and stickers so children who visited the store could
take the images home. “I wanted to do something family-friendly and
get kids involved,” she said. While people may not have known about
the contest before wandering through the area, curious images that
made them pause—even for a moment—played a part in increasing
traffic for the stores.

That’s because, more than just a design project,
Window Wonderland was based in sound economic
principles as well. “With an independent retailer,
there’s a hesitation that occurs when a consumer
has no idea what’s on the other side of the door,”
said Larson. “It’s a process of discovery. To encourage
that discovery, we knew we had to compel people
to go into the store. Ideally, this contest would
compel new consumers to go into every store to
exercise their votes. Layer that with artists who are
compelled to do good work that attracts consumers
so they can win the cash purse. And reward consumers
for the behavior we want them to exercise, which
is the patronage of our downtown businesses.”
A visual celebration of creativity can also be an
effective way to encourage people to slow down
and linger in a city. “For the economic wellbeing of
our cities, it’s been proven that congestion is a good
thing, particularly in an urban center,” explained
Larson. “If you’re a small business owner on a
downtown street, what’s the likelihood that a person

Opposite page: Rosa Parks Circle all dressed up for
the holidays; This page, clockwise from top left: the
winning entry at Lee & Birch, designed by Katie Wright,
Nick Tisch, and Jericho Castillo; a KCAD student
laughs while stirring paint for a window display;
window at Kilwin’s decorated by Haley Hungerford;
detail of the window decorations at 625 Paper

in a car going 45 miles an hour will even recognize
the sign on your storefront which is designed to be
read on a pedestrian scale, let alone stop to engage
in commerce? The 1970s and 80s way of designing
cities was to move you through it as fast as possible,
but today we understand that it’s okay to go slow.

“

The choice of lighting elements can also influence
behavior. “If you look at traditional streetlights, what
are they lighting? Just the street,” said Larson. “By
using historic lighting fixtures instead, you can light
the whole pedestrian realm. Something as simple
as the scale of lighting and what it illuminates can
enhance pedestrian safety and
comfort and help establish a
sense of place.”

We are constantly thinking about how
to improve the quality of the design
and thoughtfulness of these spaces that
become the thread that ties us all together.”

While these elements are not
as visible as a city’s skyline or
physical features, Larson said,
“Well-designed infrastructure is
a defining element of building a
- Kris Larson, Downtown Grand Rapids, Inc.
world class city. We are constantly
thinking about how to improve
the quality of the design and
A city is meant to be enjoyed at a human scale, not thoughtfulness of these spaces that become the
at the scale of an automobile.”
thread that ties us all together. We treat design as
a component of the health of the community, but
While events like the window contest provide
we also think of it as a steroid. Window Wonderland
temporary solutions for slowing people down, other is a design intervention that interjects short-term
design elements provide a lasting impact. For
enthusiasm into the community. It’s all part of city
example, brick pavers can slow down movement
building.”
so pedestrians can appreciate their surroundings.
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DeGroot is a senior in the Art Education program.

Rather than the typical wood shop where students take a design and make another cookie cutter
object from it, I would like to have the opportunity some day to create a wood shop class based
on the idea of art and design, similar to our functional art classes here at Kendall. This way,
each student would be given the tools and encouragement to make something and unique.

Rebecca DeGroot, 2012
9.25” x 9.5” 15.75”
Walnut (bowl), cherry (spikes), oak (legs)

Stance

The thriving creative ecosystem of West Michigan
is about to become even more versatile, thanks to
KCAD and the region’s first Master of Architecture
(MArch) program. By Kyle Austin
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and subject matter it teaches. Imagine what the already thriving creative
ecology could gain from an influx of students versed in collaborative
design thinking who also understand the built environment’s relationship
to culture, community, and natural and urban systems. “If we teach our
students to be able to understand all these things, then whether or not
they go out and practice as architects doesn’t really matter,“ Millar
says. “Because I think they’re equipped to go out and do anything
In developing the new MArch, KCAD assembled a team of the nation’s successfully. ”To fully develop students’ talent, MArch advisors knew
best and brightest architectural minds to explore where practice and that the program would need to address another aspect of architecture
education have been and where they need to go. As a result, the MArch education that’s ripe for innovation: curriculum structure. Karen
is a program that’s responsive to the present, designed for the future, Fairbanks, founding partner of the prominent New York firm, Marble
and poised to lead architectural education into a new era of innovation. Fairbanks, and chair of the Architecture Program at Barnard College
in New York City, sees the traditional MArch
Architectural practice and the role of
curriculum’s heavy emphasis on studio
the architect are evolving to adapt to the
courses as problematic.
increasingly collaborative 21st century
landscape. The idea of the architect as a
Because they are taken concurrently with timesolitary visionary isn’t just losing favor in
intensive studio courses, she says, critical
progressive circles. According to James
foundational courses such as structures,
Timberlake, founding partner of the one
architectural history, and theory are often
of the nation’s most progressive firms,
neglected to the detriment of the students.
KieranTimberlake, it’s dismissed as
That’s why the KCAD MArch features a
downright mythical. Industry-leading
curriculum structure that is wholly unique
firms, he says, are those “with a collective
in the world of architectural education.
intelligence that are deep in their ability to
solve a wide range of problems.”
Each semester will begin with an intensive
immersion into the knowledge and theory that
But while the practice of architecture is
inform the practice of architecture. Following
moving forward, architecture education is
that instruction, students will get a chance
still largely mired in the concept of working
to put those ideas into practice with a ninein isolation. Timberlake, who also teaches
week studio course that blends hands-on
architecture at the University of Pennsylvania
problem solving and design thinking. “If you
School of Design, stresses the need for
think about the curriculum that way, then
graduate architecture students to work
you have these intense immersions into the
across disciplines and engage with multiple
different aspects of the profession, but the
perspectives during the design process.
intention is that the immersion is integrated
“That’s how students are going to find
into the whole of the studio work,” says
themselves working out in the marketplace,”
Fairbanks. “The immersion doesn’t end with
he says.“They should be taught that way
the immersion course.”
so that they’re better contributors in this environment.”
Fairbanks, Millar, and other program advisors feel that KCAD’s
That’s why the collaborative ecosystem of KCAD makes a fertile
willingness to break from tradition and take the lead in the evolution
setting for this type of learning, exemplified by the transdisciplinary of architectural education is its most valuable asset. As a program
approaches of programs like Collaborative Design, Fashion Studies, focused on the future, it will attract students with the vision and
and Industrial Design. With entry points for students with and without passion needed to fill the impending void in leadership expected when
a pre-professional degree, the KCAD MArch will see architecture grad the Baby Boomers at the head of many large firms retire.
students learning alongside students from a variety of academic
backgrounds. Timberlake says this enhances the perspective with “What’s going to happen is that the void is going to have to be filled
which the program as a whole examines architecture.
more and more by the Millennials who are in school right now,” says
Millar. “The large firms’ owners are concerned that [architectural
There’s also overwhelming excitement among MArch advisors about education] isn’t training Millennials to be leaders.
the unique opportunities to integrate the program within the vibrant
design community of Grand Rapids. Norman Millar, Dean of Woodbury But as a brand new program, the KCAD MArch can respond to the
University’s School of Architecture, President of the Association of
changing market and shape its curriculum to prepare graduates for
Collegiate Schools of Architecture, and founder of Los Angeles-based 21st Century needs.
firm Millar Architects, believes that location is vital to a program’s
ability to create impact.
“If students are looking at the KCAD MArch, they’re going to want a
different experience from school,” Fairbanks says. “They’re going to
As a consultant to the KCAD MArch, Millar stressed the importance of want to be in a place that’s thinking about how to teach in a new way,
enabling students to hone their design skills by tackling real world and they’re going to see that this is a program that’s decided to break
problems. “Grand Rapids should see architecture students crawling from the norm by integrating design education and bringing new
around everywhere,” he says. “There’s opportunities for partnerships opportunities to the table. The students that apply will want those
with local nonprofits, industries, and all of the other design components kinds of challenges.”
that make the city a very important center of design in this country.”
And they’ll mature into architects who know how to lead, working
These partnerships will benefit the city and surrounding region because across disciplines to solve future challenges and carry design to
architectural education is, by nature, immense in the diversity of skills unimaginable heights of innovation.
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news & notes

Have something to share?
To submit articles, photos, or news for future issues or for the website, please contact kcadnews@ferris.edu.

STUDENT

the Masters of American Landscape Painting exhibition
with valuable historical context.

ART EDUCATION

Sophomore Joe Garber was recently honored at the KCAD
Co-Curricular Awards as the Outstanding Student Mentor.

DIGITAL MEDIA
Jake McVey recently finished up an internship at
Blizzard Entertainment as an interactive designer.
Blizzard is one of the leading international game
companies best known for the World of Warcraft series.

KCAD student teachers Gabe Mulder (left) and Liz Brown
(right) with Rhodson Arius (middle, the Forest Hills Northern
student they worked with).

James
Peterson
is Making
a Material
Difference
James Peterson is a graduate
of KCAD who works as a visual
effects prop builder in Hollywood.
He creates personal works of art
that merge sculpture, engineering,
mechanics, geometry and
modularity. His sculptures have
been featured internationally, and
his work titled Sessilanoid was a
popular ArtPrize 2013 entry..
By Patrick Duncan
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Q: Artists are never created in a vacuum. When and
how did you get your first inspiration?
A: My mom was a very creative person and promoted
my art from a young age. I spent a lot of quiet time
with sketchbooks, and in sixth grade I enrolled in
an advanced art program that exposed me to figure
drawing, challenged me, and catalyzed my creativity
and resolve.
Q: It sounds like you were driven and inquisitive
from an early age. Your time at Kendall must have
been exciting.
A: I can’t overstate how much Kendall helped
crystalize my vision. The school was much smaller
in the early 90s, and I feel like I was able to explore
most of it. They allowed me to mix and match my
curriculum, starting in fine art drawing, then painting,
and eventually sculpture. But even after I realized
that sculpture was my real passion, I collaborated
heavily with other departments, including furniture
design. This exposed me to materials and processes I
may not have otherwise known about. This experience
and exploration continues to shape and influence
the work I do today.

Q: Is that the next chapter for you?
A: Yes, I’m putting all my energy into pursuing art
as a way of life. With the great momentum behind
some of my recent pieces, that passion is taking
over. I’m traveling quite a bit now, looking for more
representation and notoriety, which will allow me
to create larger pieces for the public sector. It’s
already beginning to pay off, actually. I recently
received a fairly sizable commission to do an
original piece for Coachella in April.
Q: In your bio, you mention a specific interest in
sustainability and energy efficiency. How has that
influenced your work, or vice versa?
A: I have a fascination with materials and processes,
which comes largely from working with special effects
and using so many toxic materials. After spending
so much time inhaling toxic adhesives and paints,
manipulating plastics and resins, I developed an
interest in how those disposable materials would
be used and discarded.

One of my greatest inspirations was a mid-20th
century sculptor named Eva Hesse who became
quite famous for her pioneering work with plastics,
Q: And that work is now receiving attention on an
latex, fiberglass, and other materials that artists
international stage. The piece you made for ArtPrize simply weren’t using in those days. However, the
is taking you around the world, isn’t it?
toxic materials she worked with ended up killing her.
A: Sessilanoid drew a lot of attention at ArtPrize, and She died from cancer at age 34, and the tragedy of her
once it was removed from the GRAM I accompanied life has inspired me to find safer ways of manipulating
it to the Kunst Raum Riehen, a museum in Switzerland and working with these type of materials.
that features temporary exhibits of contemporary
design. From there, it went to New Zealand, Miami, Q: Do you have any examples of that?
and a few other locations. After spending so much A: Actually, Sessilanoid is primarily unpainted plastic,
time in Los Angeles, it’s nice to showcase my work which means that when it reaches the end of its
in new venues and to a different crowd of people. life cycle, it can be recycled. I want to create beautiful
things that draw people in, but that also have a deeper
Q: Los Angeles has been your home since graduating context upon further investigation. I like to make
from Kendall. What’s your “day job”?
interactive pieces, because people’s innate barriers
A: When I was growing up in the 80s, I fell in love with regarding art and space are dissolved, and that sparks
the special effects in movies. I knew I wanted to help conversation. I’m hoping that when people dig a
create those, so I combined my love of untraditional little deeper into my work, they start talking about
materials and my artistic talents to build a career why certain materials were selected and techniques
in Hollywood creating props. I’ve spent well over a were used to achieve the end result. After all, it’s
decade building practical and mechanical props,
not the material’s fault…it’s how we use it.
visual effects, set pieces…you name it. I specialize
in fabricating special furniture and studio production,
but I’ve actually been doing a little less of that recently
as I devote more of my time to my personal art.

Students Brianna Kalmbach, Chris Ngyuen, Gabe
Mulder, Jackie Rowlison, Liz Bartlett, Liz Brown,
and Michelle Voss participated in the Make Good,
Make Art project as a part of their Art Education for
Special & Diverse Populations. The project partnered
the students with special education programs at
Forest Hills Northern High School and Kentwood
Explorer Elementary School to implemented a rigorous
curriculum for the special education students that
incorporated both art and integrated standards while
considering multiple intelligences and learning styles.

Digital Media senior Jericho Castillo, Illustration senior
Katie Wright, and Graphic Design Senior Nick Tisch
were a part of the team that won the inaugural Window
Wonderland Competition with their display in the front
window of fashion boutique Lee & Birch. A collaboration
between KCAD, Grand Valley State University, and
Downtown Grand Rapids Inc, the competition asked
teams of students design window displays for one of 21
participating downtown business.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
As a part of a recent project in their Advertising Design
class, students Abigail Capizzi, Andrea Nagy, Brittani
Hall-Gabriel, Cheyenne Briggs, Elizabeth Kindinger,
Harrison Fry, Kayley Elder, Marcus Bradley, Mary Balkus,
Michelle Essenburg, Stephanie Bill, Stephanie Poll, Uira
Eiras Domingos, and Ursula Casanova helped create
promotional materials for WAIT21, a new West Michigan
non-profit that aims to educate young adults about issues
surrounding addiction. Four posters that were created
in the design process were selected by WAIT21 to be
produced and distributed to local schools.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

DRAWING
MFA student Aneka Ingold was selected to be a part
of the Chicago-based National Wet Paint Biennial MFA
exhibition.

Brooke Ruble and Erica Lang (Photo by Adam Bird)

Senior Brooke Ruble and Illustration senior Erica Lang
had their line of nature-based clothing and artwork
called Woosah, featured in a recent profile by Rapid
Growth Media The pair’s goods are available online
and at many locations around Grand Rapids, including
Harmony Brewing Company.
Senior Brooke Ruble also recently had the rights to
her designs for a footwear collection purchased by
Wolverine Worldwide’s Patagonia brand.

Ignite the Night

MFA student Salvador Jiménez Flores conducted an
interactive printmaking workshop at Ignite the Night, a
grassroots community event designed to highlight the
talents and culture of the West Side communities of
Grand Rapids.
Shower of Gratitude

FASHION STUDIES

Joseph Parr and Justin Beitzel, co-president’s of the
KCAD Industrial Design Society of American student
organization, organized a trip to world-renowned
furniture manufacturer Landscape Forms. Along with
other Industrial Design students, they listened to and
networked with a number of industry professionals,
including famed designer Rodrigo Torres.
Wendy Ballard, who will graduate this May, was hired
by Wolverine Worldwide to be the Women’s Design
Assistant for the Hush Puppies footwear line.

Senior Rebecca DeGroot designed and constructed an
intricate installation for the Shower of Gratitude project
that was featured in the atrium of the 17 Fountain
building during ArtPrize 2013. The project was designed
to get young students to think about being grateful in
an interactive way.

ART HISTORY

Athena Anger

Grand Rapids Art Museum’s Living Landscapes project

Students Adora Trostle, Alex Faultersack, Angela
Seckerson, Bree Spicer, Brooke Bennett, Brian
Howland, Elizabeth Hubler–Torrey, Erica Lang,
Erin Fisher, Javon Alan Borst, Jeanette Binkowski,
Josephine Uhila, Joshua Risner, Katherine Besemer,
Katie Bennet, Kelsey Herlein, Kylie Bergstrom,
Matthew Olack, Ryan Gardner, Sara Idziak, and Valerie
Goniwiecha all presented to audiences at the Grand
Rapids Art Museum as a part of the Living Landscape
project. The project was designed to provide viewers of

Athena Anger has made it to the top five of the Elle
and Byco Dress Design competition with her unique
Kidney Bean Dress design. Byco will produce the winning
design, chosen by Elle editors, and make it available
for sale. The whole process will be documented in the
magazine’s January issue.
Emily Prchlik wrote a profile of local artist and business
woman Marta Swain, owner and manager of Clothing
Matters, which was published by the Michigan Garment
Industry Council in their monthly newsletter.

FURNITURE DESIGN
Evan Fay and Stacy Folker, who are both recent recipients
of the prestigious Celia Moh Scholarship, were invited to
be special guests at High Point Market, the largest home
furnishings industry trade show in the world.

Wes Keely shows off his KBrakes

Wes Keely, who received $5,000 in funding from
StartGarden for his invention, KBrakes: Drum Slide
Prevention Technology, has struck a deal with UK-based
Serenity Drums, to have the company install his product
on every drum kit they sell.

INTERIOR DESIGN
Senior Amanda Klein has been awarded one of The
West Michigan Sustainable Business Forum’s two
annual $2,500 scholarships for her work creatively
promoting sustainability in her institution and
community. Klein was also recently honored at the
KCAD Co-Curricular Awards as Outstanding Student
Organization Officer for her work leading the KCAD
Green Council.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Courtney Wierzbicki’s NEXT Student Design Competition entry

Senior Courtney Wierzbicki has won one of five Honorable
Mention awards for the Steelcase NEXT Student Design
Competition. This innovative competition asked students
to design an interconnected workplace, and was open
to senior level students in CIDA accredited programs
across the country.

ILLUSTRATION
Senior Angela Cronk drew the illustration that graced
the cover of the August issue of On the Town magazine.
Madelyn Hilty had one of her illustrations published in
an October issue of The Grand Rapids Press.

JEWELRY DESIGN

Students Alexa Danneberg, Alyssa Johansson, Ashley
Sheridan, Brittney Turner, Chelsea Seekell, Hannah
Saum, Jessica Schimke, Joseph Bott, Kayla McCarver,
Miranda Davis, Sabrina Frazee, Samuel Iannamico,
Sara Fahling, and Stephanie Facer were a part of a recent
collaboration with 6th graders from the Blandford
Environmental Education Program. Each KCAD student
mentored two or three 6th graders on photography
techniques and technology, while the 6th graders taught
the KCAD students about the natural environment.
After two weeks, the photographs that result from the
collaboration were matted and displayed in a special
exhibition for the students and their families.
Craft House, a gallery and collective exhibition space run
by MFA Photography student Amanda Carmer and BFA
Photography graduate Hunter Bridwell, made the juror’s
short list as one of the top five venues of ArtPrize 2013.
Amanda Carmer was also recently awarded a scholarship
from the Midwest Society for Photographic Education
(MSPE) that will pay for her to attend the 2014 National
MSPE Conference in March. She was also honored at
the KCAD Co-Curricular Awards as Outstanding Student
Volunteer for her work with the Avenue for the Arts Advisory
Committee, the South Division Safety Task Force, and
the KCAD Visiting Artists Committee, among others.
Senior Ashley Sheridan won second place in the 2013
Darden Photo Contest, a national contest for employees
who work at the Darden Restaurant Group (Red Lobster,
Olive Garden, Longhorn Steakhouse, Bahama Breeze,
Seasons 52)

BFA student Case Michielsen and MFA student Steven
Rainey curated A/Political, a show that that embraced
diverse socio-political challenges and critiqued the
binary opposition between the political and the apolitical.
The show was held at the exhibition space of local art
collective, Dinderbeck.
SCULPTURE
Students Erin Dumond, Jacob Hansen, Jacob Kapusta,
Lydia Boda, and Nathan McCallum traveled to Bejing,
China with professor Paul Amenta to assist artist Alois
Kronschlaeger with the installation of his Multicolored Grid
project at the Yuan Art Museum in October. In December,
the same group traveled to Miami to assist Kronschlaeger
with another installation at the UNTITLED Fair.
Students Julia Rist and Nathaniel Large attended the
annual Michigan Mud Clay Conference at Delta College,
where they had the opportunity to mingle with artists
and students from across the nation and take in a
plethora of demonstrations and lectures.

FACULTY & STAFF
Art History professor Anne Norcross is currently
working on a project to digitize the archives of the
Kindel Furniture Company. The archives, which date
back to the beginnings of the company’s history,
include items that were preserved despite a massive
fire that destroyed the Kindel headquarters in 2011.

Senior Chelsea Seekell was recently in New York City to
model for the photography component of a promotional
campaign for Amway Global.

with Nature by Robert A. Schultz, a leading thinker and
writer in the fields of ethics, logic, aesthetics, and technology.
Rosen was also a featured presenter at TEDx Macatawa, an
independently organized TED event held on September 12.
Drawing and Printmaking Chair Deb Rockman exhibited
two pieces in the juried exhibition A/Political, held at the
studio spaces of the Dinderbeck collective.
Collaborative Design and Furniture Design Chair Gayle
DeBruyn worked on a virtual youth project concerning
water issues for the Grand Rapids United Nations
University Regional Center for Excellence (RCE). The
project won the Grand Rapids the 2103 RCE Recognition
Award from the United Nations University.
Ceramics Professor Israel Davis has been featured in
the following exhibitions: Featured Artist Exhibition, Iowa
Clay Conference, Coe College Gallery, Cedar Rapids, IA,
The Unexpected, Queens University Gallery, Charlotte, NC,
Crafted, Society for Contemporary Craft, Pittsburgh, PA,
Clay Prints: Image, Surface, and Narrative in Contemporary
Ceramics, Fort Wayne Art Museum, IN, Fire Power Ceramics,
Detroit Artists Market, Detroit, MI, and IDIOSYNCRASY,
Schaller Gallery, St. Joseph, MI. He was also the lead
artist and coordinator for a Wood-fire workshop at Ox-Bow
School of Art and Artist’s Residency in Saugatuck, MI
from October 24-27. In addition, he was recently included
in the Ceramics Monthly/Pottery Illustrated Ceramics
Yearbook for 2014. Israel also led an initiative to create
a special set of ceramic plates adorned with the new
KCAD logo. Recently, he was featured in a story in the
Richmond County Daily Journal that profiled FUNFA, a
company Davis started with his cousin Jason Parker.
The company currently only makes skateboard decks,
but hopes to soon expand into other products as well,
with the focus being the promotion of creative lifestyles.
Painting professor Jay Constantine had work included
in a special exhibition at Muskegon Community College’s
Overbrook Art Gallery. He also gave a special lecture at
the exhibition’s opening.

Elaine Zheng and Zihan Wang

Scenes from Lost Boy Home

Elaine Zheng and Zihan Wang designed two awards for
the Hope Network 50th Anniversary Gala, the President’s
Award and the Hope On Award. The students’ work was
recognized at the Gala, which was held at the headquarters
of Steelcase.

Bill Fischer, Brad Yarhouse, and Susan Bonner of the KCAD
Digital Media Program, created animations for the film
Lost Boy Home. The film recently won a “Best Shorts”
award and was selected for the Palm Beach International
Film Festival, where it received a four star rating and was
singled out by the festival director as one of three films
not to miss. The film was also officially selected for the
Africa World Documentary Film Festival. The animations
depict the journeys of the Lost Boys through War torn Africa
to refugee camps and the trials they faced along the way

PAINTING
Debra Jenkins, a transfer student from St. Louis
Community College, had her artwork featured in the
Works In Progress exhibition at SLCC’s Contemporary
Art Gallery.
MFA Painting student Gabriela Amaya-Baron was
awarded a special KCAD scholarship that recognizes
her hard work and dedication. She also recently made a
presentation on Storytelling in Writing Center Practice
to the Michigan Writing Center Association.
MFA Painting students Gabriela Amaya-Baron, Miranda
Graham, and Tatsuki Hakoyama were all selected to be
a part of the Chicago-based National Wet Paint Biennial
MFA exhibition.
MFA Painting student Joshua Risner had two pieces,
Above or Undergloom and Retreating from the Hunt,
featured in the seventh annual Master Pieces exhibition
held by the prestigious Manifest Creative Research
Gallery in Cincinnati, OH.
MFA Painting student Ricardo Gonzalez has helped
to start the EXPO Collective, a Chicago-based art
collective that is dedicated to showcasing artwork from
Chicago artists in order to build a stronger community
among them.
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PRINTMAKING
Comprised of students Alexandra Johnson, Amanda
Carmer, Case Michielsen, Emily Duncan, Erin Dumond,
Jenna Para, Korin Hollinshead, Roxanne Shea, Ryan
Koster, Shea Hester-Haddad, Sofía Ramírez Hernández,
and Steven Rainey, the student printmaking club Collective
Pressure came together to create and release the
inaugural issue of Collection, a new publication that
showcases the work of KCAD students.

Assistant Professor Dan Gianfredi was asked to jury the
LowellArts! Michigan Drawing & Print-Making exhibition,
which ran from Sept. 10 through Oct. 20. The exhibition
showcased the wide variety of drawing and printmaking
techniques from artists 18 years and older.
President David Rosen authored the forward to Technology
versus Ecology: Human Superiority and the Ongoing Conflict

KCAD Printmaking Professor Mariel Versluis was the
subject of a special exhibition at Northern Michigan
University’s DeVos Art Museum, Be Here, By Me, which
featured large-scale print collages she completed during
a recent sabbatical. The pieces served as meditations on
Mariel’s relationship with nature, particularly fauna. This
was the first iteration of the installation since a major
reconstruction over the last year.
After over 30 years of service, former Dean Max Shangle
resigned his position to become the President of Harrington
Design College in Chicago. Shangle’s departure will be
felt across campus and around the region, but his work
here has left an impression on the institution that will
not be soon forgotten.
Michele Bosak has been named Curator of Exhibitions
for KCAD. In her new role, Bosak will be tasked with making
the most of the new Fed Galleries, which provide over
3,500 sq. ft. of additional exhibition space. For ArtPrize
2013, Bosak was also curator of the iconic Blue Bridge
and of KCAD’s Designed to Win exhibition.
Curator of Exhibitions Michele Bosak and Director of
Exhibitions Sarah Joseph accepted the award for Best
Venue of ArtPrize 2013 on behalf of KCAD and the
Designed to Win exhibition.

Adam Withers (‘04, Graphic Design) and Comfort Love
(‘04, Illustration) are a husband and wife duo who recently
released a complete omnibus of Rainbow in the Dark, a
graphic novel series that the couple created, authored,
and drew in its entirety.
Adrianne McClure (’10, Photography), Barb Peacock
(‘91, Illustration), Branden Miltgen (’01, Illustration-Digital
Media), Jessica Bradham (’11, Digital Media) McCoy
Kamphouy (’12, Digital Media), Michelle Spackman (’12,
Digital Media), and Terry Workman (’86, Graphic Design)
are employed by School Zone and all worked on developing
the Little Scholar, an innovative educational tablet for
children that was recently released.
Andrea Eckert (’08, MFA Painting) has developed Holding
House, an art space located in southwest Detroit.
Holding House will serve as an art workspace additionally
offering youth art programming.
Becky Thelen (’09, Interior Design), is employed at Nucraft
and worked on a conference table for Cedar-Sinai in Los
Angeles. The custom table was designed and delivered
in late 2012, then featured in the October 2013 issue of
Contract magazine.
Brandon Satterlee (‘09, Graphic Design) has moved his
creative agency, The Forest, into a new space on Division
Ave. in downtown Grand Rapids. The Forest is a fastgrowing company whose client roster includes the Yamaha
Motor Corporation. The move and the company itself
were recently featured in an article by Rapid Growth Media.
Brian Cooke (’07, Art Education, Illustration) has published
his first picture book, entitled Beware the Haunted Legs.
Brian Weaver (NG, Illustration) has been named Vice
President/Creative Director of the Home Shopping
Network in St. Petersburg, FL.
Case Silva (‘10, Digital Media) recently started working
as an animator at By Hook On Line Media in Ann Arbor.
The company’s clients include Google, CocaCola, Yahoo,
HP, and Facebook.

Art History professor Jordan Fenton recently penned an
article for the Big Rapids Pioneer entitled Finding Art in
the Construction of Narrative. The article concerned his
work with study abroad programs as faculty leader for
the BEYOND: Mythology Project.

Chris Eitel (’13, Furniture Design) was recently hired by
Vladimir Kagan Design Group, a prestigious firm headed
by one of the 20th century’s most important and
influential furniture designers.

Michele Bosak and Sarah Joseph accept the award for Best
Venue at the ArtPrize 2013 Awards Ceremony

Salvador Jiménez Flores has been named Community Arts
Advocate for KCAD. In his new role, Jiménez will develop
new relationships with multicultural communities that
contain underrepresented, under-served and first
generation student populations.
Adjunct Photography Professor Sara Lowthian’s work
was selected by the Grand Rapids Art Museum’s staff to
help represent the 10-15 best works of ArtPrize in their
ArtPrize 2013 Encore exhibition.

Photography by Ethan Ross

MFA Photography student Ethan Ross presented
a lecture on his work at the Mid-West Society for
Photographic Education Conference in Lincoln, NE. He
was one of only three graduate students in the region
whose lecture proposals were accepted.

Art History professor Laura Whatley recently published
her article, Romance, Crusade, and the Orient in King
Henry III of England’s Royal Chambers in the cultural
studies journal Viator.

ALUMNI

Jon Hayes of the KCAD maintenance staff and his girlfriend
Serita Crowley performed as the opening act for Smokey
Robinson on August 28 at Frederik Meijer Gardens.

Director of Continuing Studies Brenda Sipe was Artistin-Residence at Forest Hills Fine Art Center during
September 2013, exhibiting her show Migrate there. She
also served as a grant reviewer for Michigan Council for
Arts and Cultural Affairs, Operational Support panel.
Art Education Program Chair Cindy Todd has been elected
Western Region Vice President-Elect of the National Art
Education Association for a four-year term. In addition,
Todd is a part of a special task force that will work closely
with the NAEA’s Board of Directors to review and analyze
the organization’s existing leadership strategies and to
identify and recommend new program goals, core
competencies, and implementation models.

Katie M. Moore has been named Director of Community
Engagement, a new position within KCAD. Moore, who is
a 2013 MFA Painting graduate, will work to identify and
facilitate collaborative partnerships with organizations,
businesses, and non-profits that create shared value and
increase the impact of the College in the region and beyond.

Katherine Silvio’s 40 Weeks Unprepared... Little Nightmares

Adjunct faculty member Katherine Silvio recently
displayed her collection of black-rubber quilt block
constructions, entitled 40 Weeks Unprepared. . . Little
Nightmares, at the Re:View Contemporary Fine Art
Gallery in Detroit. The exhibition, which was created in
preparation for her daughter’s birth, marked an artistic
departure for Silvio, who normally works with metal.
Because of her pregnancy, she was unable to weld and
choose rubber to work with instead.

KCAD adjunct faculty member Tamara Fox was a part
of the critical discourse panel for ArtPrize 2013 that
included New York Magazine art critic Jerry Saltz and
ArtPrize 2012 grand prize winner Adonna Khare. She
also participated in a November 8 event at UICA in
conjunction with Free Radical and Avenue of the Arts.
She helped guide the Reflect and Interpret critique/
feedback alongside artists Andrew Kline, Will Juntunen,
Maureen Nolette, and Mandy Cano.
Vic Liptak has been named Interim Dean of the College
while a search for a permanent Dean is conducted.
Formerly of Woodbury University, Liptak’s primary
responsibility will be to help balance the KCAD ecosystem
to take advantage of opportunities for sustainable
growth and enhanced community involvement.

David Kiehle (‘72 Advertising) is now the President
of Metro Marketing Advertising in Saracosta, FL. The
company specializes in restaurant menu design.
David VanTuyle (’12, Digital Media) was recently hired as
a Storyboard Revisionist by Nickelodeon Studios. VanTuyle
will be working closely with creative supervisors on a new
show that’s premiering in 2014.
Furniture Design alumni Dennis Kissane (’00) and Taylor
West (’05), as well as former students Christopher
Sandomenico, David Vanderbloemen, and Gary Hokanson,
were among the winners of the American Society of
Furniture Designers’ 2013 Pinnacle Awards. Both Kissane
and Hokanson were a part of the team that took top honors
in the Bedroom category, while Kissane alone was a part
of the team that won in the Youth Furniture category.
Vanderbloemen was a part of the team that won the Major
Collections category, while Sandomenico and West each
won individually in the Stationary Upholstery and Home
Office categories, respectively.
Dustin Farnsworth (‘10, Printmaking) was featured
in SPRAWL, a national exhibition that revolved around
the concept of urban sprawl at the Houston Center for
Contemporary Craft.
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Elizabeth Gaines Zoutendyk (’07, Jewelry Design) has
been hired by the Gemological Institute of America
to teach goldsmithing throughout the organization’s
academic operations. A world-renowned authority on
diamonds, colored stones, and pearls, GIA offers a
variety of courses and diploma programs in gemology,
jewelry, and design.
Fredy Santiago (’13, Digital Media) is working for Neff
Headwear in Camarillo, CA. He’s researching industry
trends, fabrics, and garments, as well as drawing and
designing graphics and logos.
Gregg Palazzolo (NG, Graphic Design) has created
Roadbelly, a new quarterly food magazine that searches
out sources of fresh Michigan cuisine that haven’t been
covered before.
James Lacroix (‘10, Photography) was named one of
the top 50 mobile photographers in the world by popular
creative blog BOOOOOOOM.

Larissa Cleveland (‘06, BFA Photography) had one of
her spectacular wedding photography shoots featured
by the online blog of Style Me Pretty California magazine.
Lauren Schneider (’13, Photography) had her piece
entitled Consumed: The American Way singled out by
the Detroit Free Press as one of the standout works of
ArtPrize 2013.
Lori Elsick (’99, Illustration) is working on a series
of paintings entitled Painting a Day that are being
displayed on her personal Pinterest site.
Matt Dimmer (‘97, Graphic Design) recently launched
a non-profit called The Extra Mile, which lets people
donate their unused frequent flyer miles to help others
be at the bedside of sick family members.
Matt Taylor (‘09, Digital Media) recently helped the
Digital Media department launch a brand new reel of
student works for 2013. The reel was directed by Digital
Media professor Bill Fischer and features works by KCAD
students. Check it out at kendallweblab.com/reels.

James Morrisey (’11, Graphic Design) has been selected to
intern at Droga5, an advertising agency in New York City
that was named US Agency of the Year in 2012 by Adweek.

Megan Bylsma (’06, Graphic Design) has been named
Assistant Director of Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts.

Jennifer Gustafson (’11, Digital Media) had her short film
entitled Flamingo Love named as a finalist in the 2013
North America International Short Film Festival.

Michael Emig (‘10, Digital Media) has illustrated a new
children’s alphabet book entitled The Sleepy Time
Alphabet Dream Book.

Jessie Campbell (’12, Graphic Design) designed a
poster for AIGA Detroit that was featured in 50th annual
American Graphic Design Awards issue published by
Graphic Design USA. The poster was for a campaign to
celebrate Michigan writers.

Nick McVey (‘13, Digital Media) recently landed an
Interactive design position with Idol Minds Games in
Denver Colorado. The company’s video game titles
include Neopets, Rally Cross and Pain.
Nick Stockton (’03, Photography) and Nick Stygstra (’06,
Graphic Design) recently helped KCAD Graphic Design
professor Jason Alger create a series of stylish and
functional tote bags by repurposing the exhibition banners
that were hung on the outside of the Woodbridge N. Ferris
Building for the Graphic Design: Now in Production exhibition.
Ron Pleune (’09, Illustration) opened a fine arts gallery,
ARTengage!, in Rockford, MI on October 1. The gallery
will feature work by local artists in addition to hosting
studio painting classes.
Sarah Knill (’11, MFA Studio Art) and Steve Vinson (‘11,
MFA Painting) have opened Spiral, a new gallery located
in the vibrant South Division art community in Grand
Rapids. Knill’s work was also featured in a special solo
exhibition at Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts
entitled Parallel: Artwork of Sarah Knill.

Joey Ruiter (’00, Industrial Design) was featured in Objects
in Motion, a solo perspective exhibition that showcased his
unique design creations, at the Grand Rapids Art Museum.
Kimberly Lavon (‘09, Printmaking) exhibited her
acclaimed collection of body prints, Pressing the Issue
at the Art Alley Gallery in Lansing, MI. Displayed as a
whole, the assortment of arrestingly intimate prints
became an exploration of the questions surrounding
body image.
Kirbi Fagan (’13, Illustration) is a 3rd quarter finalist
for the International Illustrator of the Future contest.
This April, she’ll be flying to LA where she’ll participate
in their workshop and compete with the other quarter
finalist for the grand prize. She was also featured in an
interview by ImagineFX, a fantasy and sci-fi magazine,
in which she talked about her education and her recent
experience attending the Illustration Master Class (IMC)
in Amherst, Massachusetts.
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Shelly Mendenhall (’01, Furniture Design) has opened
Soulcraft Gallery in Cleveland, Ohio. The gallery features
hand-crafted furniture and accessories made by Rust
Belt designers and artisans.

A piece from Shelly Mendenhall’s Soulcraft Gallery

The Fed Galleries
Woodbridge N. Ferris Building

| 17 Pearl NW

Gallery Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10am-5pm
Admission free, open to the public. Other hours available by appointment

Steve Heneveld (‘06, Digital Media) has been hired by
DreamWorks Animation Television, a brand new division
of the larger DreamWorks production studio.
Taylor Mazer (’12, Illustration) has enjoyed a recent slew of
accomplishments, including being a part of juried exhibitions
such as Selections from International Drawing Annual 8
at Manifest Gallery in Cincinnati, garnering a handful of
awards, including Best of Show at Highland, IL event, Art
in the Park, Award of Excellence at Greenwich Village Fine
Art Fair in Rockford, IL, and Award of Excellence at the
St. Charles Art Fair in St. Charles, IL. He was a guest speaker
at Purdue University and was published in Ellipsis: Literature
and Art Volume 49, among other places.

IN MEMORIAM
The President’s Office was notified of the passing of
Graphic Design student Austin Fuller. Austin was an,
artist, classmate, peer, and dear friend to many, both
here at KCAD and back in Manchester, MI, where he went
to high school. But what friends and family remember most
about Austin was his enduring positivity, his willingness
to help others, and his inexhaustible creative drive. He is
survived by his parents, Don and Nanci Fuller; his twin
brother, Ryan; his sister, Brooke; “Papa” Jim Emery of
Manchester; grandparents, Don and Jane Fuller of Pinckney;
(Aunt and Uncle) Jim and Karen Emery of Saline; (aunt
and uncle) Chris and Deborah Thomas of South Lyon;
cousins, Tony and Nick Thomas; and many, many other
relatives and friends whose lives he touched.
The President’s Office was notified of the passing of
Jeffrey M. Toole, a former Furniture Design student who
last attended KCAD in 1986. The following is from his
obituary on mLive: Jeff was passionate about music,
movies and art and enjoyed photography and writing. He
was a good story-teller, easy to talk with and had a great
sense of humor. Most of all Jeff enjoyed spending time
with his family. He is survived by his children Ryan Toole,
Justin (Fran) Toole and Hannah (Ben) Seitz; grandchildren
Madison, Samuel, Jacob, Bradlee and Karlee; sister Cynthia
(Richard) Young and Jennifer (Ken) Gillett; grandmother
Oliver M. Connor-Routson; aunt Martha (Joe) Preloznik;
nephews Hunter and Michael; niece Jessica; several
cousins and other loving family members and friends.
The President’s Office was notified of the passing of
Medical Illustration student Liisa (Rupert) Rush. The
following is from her obituary on mLive: As a loving and
dedicated mother, an accomplished artist, an engaging
educator, and compassionate soul, her passing has left
an abrupt end to the trail of beauty she was forging by
way of her imaginative expression, intense curiosity, and
love for life. She is lovingly remembered by her sons, Adam
Elliott Rush and Zyan Matthias Rush; her mother, Maria
DeLugt Kocsis; brother, Jon Rupert; special friend, Doug
Luke; former husband, Mark Rush; many aunts, uncles,
cousins, nephews, niece, and friends.

Joey Ruiter at the Objects In Motion Opening

Lane Risdon (‘13, Furniture Design) was recently hired by
prominent home furnishings company Jenna Hall Designs.

GALLERY NEWS

continued from previous page

The President’s Office was notified of the passing of
Mellissa Ann Hromada, a former Illustration student who
attended KCAD from 1992-1993. The following is from
her obituary in The Cadillac News: Melissa owned and
operated Mel Graphics and Design and was also employed
at Bay Supply of Traverse City. She loved being a graphic
designer, riding horses, spending time with friends, family
and her dogs. She is survived by her son, George Middaugh;
her brother, Ernie (Georgenia) Hromada of Lake Ann; her
mother, Doneva Hromada of Buckley; beloved nieces and
nephew: Terri, Lissa and Ernie Jr. (EJ); and many cousins,
aunts, uncles and close friends.

Humor in Craft March 4-April 17, 2014

Organized by the Society for Contemporary Craft, Pittsburgh, PA

Presenting highly ironic, political, sarcastic and just plain amusing
artworks by 33 makers from across the United States and abroad,
Humor in Craft opens in The Fed Galleries on Tuesday, March 4 and
continues through April 17. The exhibition is scheduled to open during
LaughFest 2014.
Guest-curated by Brigitte Martin, the exhibition
at KCAD highlights a diverse range of media,
techniques and artists, and is sure to challenge
viewers to move beyond their own frames
of reference when considering approaches to
contemporary art. The concept of “funny”can
vary widely due to a variety of factors, such as
social background, personal experiences and
Brigitte Martin
values, knowledge of popular culture events,
education, and national origin. Martin comments, “When I embarked
on assembling images of humorous craft artwork, it became clear

rather quickly that, even though everyone likes to share funny stories,
humor definitely takes on different meanings. So the question arose,
what do we laugh at? Are there images or artwork that everyone finds
hilarious? Are there topics that are off-limits and how far can you go
before it’s just not funny anymore? And who gets to decide that this
point has been reached?”
Selected works highlight topics that range from playful to serious—
the human experience, religion, pop culture, politics and history,
among others— and draw attention to the craft materials—clay,
glass, metal, fiber, wood and mixed media—which that are being
used by contemporary artists today.
“But Seriously... Talking About Humor in Craft,” a special lecture
presented by Martin will be held on April 1, 2014. This event will begin
at 6:30 pm in the Woodbridge N. Ferris Building, Room 217, 17 Pearl NW.
For more details and to RSVP: https://kcad-humor-in-craft.eventbrite

Upcoming Exhibitions:
Excellence Awards 2014 and
MFA Thesis Exhibition 2014
Open May 6, 2014
Our annual exhibitions which highlight the work
of top undergraduate and graduate students.
More details to come. Visit kcad.edu

EXHIBITION
February 7 – April 6, 2014
Monday – Friday, 9:00a - 5:00p
Also open during evening events
Free Admission

Balancing Point
Centered on KCAD

February 7 – April 6, 2014
Saugatuck Center for the Arts
Visit kcad.edu for more info.

An innovative exhibition featuring a series of experiential art
and design vignettes created by KCAD students and alumni.
Sponsored by Bud Baty & Max Matteson, Susan Reck, KCAD, and
Michigan Council for Arts & Cultural Affairs

RECEPTION
Thursday, February 20
5:30 - 7:00p
INTRIGUING CONVERSATION
7:00 - 8:00p
Featuring Professor Stephen Halko and co-curators Sara
Fall and Steven Rainey who will share insights about the
creation of Balancing Point.
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HOMEWORK
DESIGN THINKING Vic Liptak, Dean of the College
Now that you’ve read about how
design thinking functions as a
tool for problem solving, try it for
yourself! Though design thinking can
take many forms, for the sake of this
exercise, let’s agree that effective
design thinking strategies typically
engage these four values/processes:
1
2

3

4

Human-centered inquiry
You’re doing this because it might
benefit people
Open-ended approach
You recognize there isn’t a singular
way of working on the issue and there
isn’t a singular answer or solution; you’ll
generate multiple ideas
Hands-on work
You can’t do this only by reading about it, and you’ll
have to actually try out your proposals to test for
implications and repercussions
Collaboration—you will rely on others’ perspectives as
you try to synthesize your ideas into a proposal

This is your basic framework. Feel free to go beyond it as you work.
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THE CHALLENGE
Let’s consider something we’re all familiar with: grades and grading. Why do we evaluate student performance?
How could we do better? What would change, and why should it?
THE ASSIGNMENT
Using the design thinking framework above, propose a new process for evaluating student performance at
whatever level you’d like, from a single assignment to a course to an entire program. Talk about your ideas with
peers, colleagues, students, instructors, and administrators, and then fine-tune. Then, share your findings
with Dean of the College, Vic Liptak, by emailing your short proposal to vicliptak@ferris.edu by April 30, 2014.
Dean Liptak will continue the process of design thinking by presenting your ideas (with or without attribution,
as you wish) at an upcoming all-faculty development workshop. Proposals received after that are also welcome
and will be considered at future workshops.
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